
OPPORTUNITY
North Memorial Health Reference Laboratory (NMHRL) is considered a revenue-

generating department within North Memorial Health, not a cost center. As part 

of a system-wide initiative, the laboratory’s billing was outsourced to a national 

medical outsource billing service. Unfortunately, the billing service vendor did 

not provide the transparency, quality, data, or reporting that the NMHRL team 

expected. As such, the laboratory was struggling to secure the insights needed 

to manage its business effectively.

The NMHRL team also found that the outsource billing system was inflexible. 

Rather than eliminating work for the NMHRL team, it seemed as if the 

workload increased. For instance, the outsource billing system was unable to 

handle multiple fee schedules and required the NMHRL team to track all of 

its schedules outside of the billing system and send a file to the billing vendor 

whenever updates were needed.  

In addition, the outsource system lacked referential integrity, which caused 

many claims to be sent out with improperly discounted pricing. In some cases, 

the NMHRL team had to go back to clients and ask them to pay the difference. 

This was highly unpopular with staff and clients alike.
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ABOUT NORTH  
MEMORIAL REFERENCE 
LABORATORY 

North Memorial Health is a health 

system based in Minneapolis that 

serves the upper Midwest. It has a 

thriving laboratory outreach program, 

North Memorial Health Reference 

Laboratory (NMHRL). 

NMHRL is a full-service laboratory 

with state-of-the-art instrumentation 

and facilities. It serves a variety of 

organizations, including long-term 

care and skilled nursing facilities, 

nursing homes, assisted living 

facilities, physician offices, clinics, 

and complementary and alternative 

medical providers, to offer them lab 

services for improved total population 

health.



It was very important to the NMHRL team that the right interfaces be set up between the hospitals, 

primary care facilities, and the laboratory to help ensure correct, clean claims were efficiently 

submitted without duplicates or errors in diagnosis codes, so that the lab could reduce its denial 

rate.

It was also very important to the NMRL team that the right interfaces be set up between the 

hospitals, primary care facilities, and the laboratory to help ensure correct, clean claims were 

efficiently submitted without duplicates or errors in diagnosis codes, so that the lab could to reduce 

its denial rate.

SOLUTION
After an RFP process, the laboratory selected XIFIN and its cloud-based XIFIN RPM to provide a 

comprehensive revenue cycle management (RCM) solution. With XIFIN RPM, NMHRL can optimize 

its billing and collection practices, automate its billing workflow, better manage medical claim filing, 

and reduce regulatory compliance risk. Some of the reasons the NMHRL team cited for selecting 

XIFIN include: 

 3 Better visibility into key performance metrics

 3 Robust workflow

 3 Easy to use

 3 Efficient handling of multiple fee schedules

 3 Access to data and insight to understand their business as a more granular level

 3 Effective interfaces between the hospitals, primary care facilities, and the lab 

The organization is now in full control of its billing, without having to take on hardware and software 

maintenance or data management. While initially hesitant to bring billing in-house, the NMHRL 

team soon realized it was the best way to ensure its business was managed properly. With XIFIN 

maintaining infrastructure and data logic, and performing claim submissions, processing, and other 

data exchanges, NMHRL easily converted from an outsourced billing model to one of in-house 

management. 

“We are now capturing better data and monitoring days sales outstand-

ing (DSO), gross charges, patient encounters, scorecards with end-of-

month analyses, billed and gross sales, as well as deposit amounts.”



At the same time that the NMHRL team went live with XIFIN 

RPM, it also went live with Epic and upgraded its laboratory 

information system (LIS). The teams worked closely together to 

ensure a smooth workflow between the systems.

RESULTS
The NMHRL team achieved a 30% year-over-year growth in 

revenue and improved client satisfaction. Perhaps even more 

important, it gained fundamental visibility and control over its 

business. NMHRL is now able to capture dollars that previously 

were written-off by the outsource vendor. Without visibility into 

what was being written off and why, the NMHRL team previously 

had no way to identify which items should be worked for 

collection. 

With XIFIN RPM, the NMHRL team is now able to see at the accession level where reimbursement is 

below the contracted amount and target those dollars for collection. The result is more revenue and 

increased profitability. 

XIFIN RPM also provides new data-driven insight into the growing business. The organization is 

capturing better data and is now easily monitoring key business trends and metrics. The NMHRL 

team can pull meaningful reports that show which clients are profitable (and which are not). The 

organization can also investigate denial trends to help in continue to improve its processes and 

collected cash. 

B E S T  P R A C T I C E

The NMHRL team believes 

it is vital to have your 

compliance and finance 

teams involved in selecting 

the right revenue cycle 

management solution.

“It is important for them 

to hear and understand 

laboratory needs.”

K E Y  R E S U LT S

• 30% year-over-year increase in revenue 

• 60% reduction in contractual allowance 

write-offs 

• 100% reconciliation each month 

• Increased payment per accession 

• High client satisfaction

• Improved employee morale
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